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Pinning Tunnel System

Standard C Series  
octagonal container 

with a close-up of pinning 
tunnel cable retainer pin housing

Compactor pinning tunnel boost control 1 is used to 
align pinning tunnel on the compactor ram face 2 with 
the pinning tunnel on the container door 3. 

Once aligned, cut-outs in the compactor frame 4, 
provide easy access to insert a retaining cable 
through the pinning tunnel. See page 3 for additional 
illustrations on how the pinning tunnel option operates. 

Hinged pinning tunnel on ram face
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• Provides additional operating 
pressure to clear the 
compaction chamber prior 
to separating the compactor 
from the container/trailer 

• Pinning tunnel cable(s) hold 
materials securely inside the 
container to avoid spillage

FOR COMMERCIAL 
& INDUSTRIAL 
COMPACTORS
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Pinning Tunnel System
Pinning Tunnel Example 1

This photograph shows a two pinning tunnel system. 
The pinning tunnels, mounted on the front of the 
compactor ram, are aligned with the cut-outs in the 
chamber’s snout.

Normally, a space is present between two pinning 
tunnels mounted on the ram face. However, for this 
metal clip compaction application, additional material 
was used to fill in the space between the tunnels to 
avoid these areas from becoming clogged with scrap 
metal materials.

Pinning Tunnel Example 2

This photograph shows another two 
pinning tunnel system mounted on the 
front of the compactor  ram with the ram 
extended forward beyond the cut-outs in 
the chamber wall (shown at far left edge 
of photo).

Note the heavy front plate is hinged on 
the top, allowing the plate to swing up 
when the ram is retracted off the pinning 
cable that is attached to the container 
door (not shown).

Again, the space between the pinning 
tunnels is blocked off to prevent any 
build-up and potential for clogging of the 
scrapsmetal clips in this application.
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For Commercial and Industrial Compactors
Pinning Tunnel Operation 

The optional pinning tunnel system gives the compactor 
additional operating pressure to clear material from the 
compactor charge chamber when the container is full. 

The pinning tunnel boost control allows the operator to 
easily adjust the ram’s forward or backward position to 
align the pinning tunnel(s) mounted on the ram face with 
the pinning tunnel(s) in the container door, see Figure 1. 

Once aligned, a pinning cable is run through the tunnel 
and anchored to the container door with a pin dropped 
through a loop in each end of the cable, Figure 2.

With cable(s) secured, the compactor ram is reversed 
with the pinning tunnel boost control. The hinged plate on 
the front of the pinning tunnel allows it to swing clear of 
the pinning cable which is attached to the container door, 
Figure 3.

The pinning cable holds material inside the 
container opening to help stop material from falling 
out of the container when it is pulled away from the 
compactor, Figure 4. Once the container is pulled 
from the compactor, the opening can be covered 
with a tarp or a integral container closure door for 
safe transport to the landfill.

Figure 1.

Container

Compactor

Figure 2. Figure 3.

Figure 4.Note: a steel bar can be 
used instead of a cable to 
pin off the load.
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SP Industries Products & Service Nationwide 

“Let Your [Index] Finger do the Walking”
SP Industries products and services are available nationwide from our sales and 
service staff and our network of authorized factory-trained dealerships. 

For more information or to discuss your specific application requirements, click 
the map above or call our home office 8am-5pm EST.

SP Industries designs and manufactures a 
comprehensive standard line of industrial 
and commercial grade compactors with 
precrushers, transfer station equipment 
and cart dumpers to meet small to large 
capacity operations.

We also offer a wide variety of specialized 
systems to handle wet waste, food 
products, metal scrap collection, fluid 
recovery, newsprint recycling and other 
difficult and/or voluminous materials.We look forward to helping you with all your waste removal, 

material handling, process recovery and recycling efforts.

 

Our new EM Series are 100% electromechanical:

•	 Completely	eliminate	hydraulic	fluid	and	hoses
•	 Free	up	floor	space
• Eliminate bulky power units
• Provide safer operation with 24-volt control system
•	 Eliminate	the	risk	of	hydraulic	fluid	contamination

Designed for environmentally conscious institutional, commercial, and industrial work 
environments, EM Series units require less maintenance, and remove the potential for 
fires,	leaking	seals,	and	other	hazards	associated	with	hydraulic	systems.


